PhD Theses defended in 2021

2021-01: Mengchen Dong: *Understanding Moral Hypocrisy: Behavioral Antecedents and Social Consequences*

2021-02: Daniel Sloot: *Bringing Community and Environment Together: The role of community environmental initiatives in sustainability transitions*

2021-03: Burkhard Wörtler: *Enhancing Blended Working Arrangements and Individual Work Performance*

2021-04: Frank Doolaard: *Social exclusion - put into context*

2021-05: Laurens van Gestel: *The psychology of nudging - An investigation of effectiveness and acceptability*

2021-06: Ruddy Faure: *Implicit partner evaluations: How they form and affect close relationships*

2021-07: Rosabelle Illes: *Between a rock and a hard place: Challenges, strategies and resolution of value conflict mediation*

2021-08: Nadja Zeiske: *The Intrinsic Route to Pro-Environmental Behaviour*

2021-09: Katherina Tatiana Alvarez Durnov: *The Psychological Impact of Receiving Aid*

2021-10: Peikai Li: *Looking on the Bright and Dark Sides of Working Life: Appraisals of Work Characteristics and Employee Outcomes*